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Text: 

Nelson Mandela who was born in south Africa, 1918, was a famous leader of the 

black revolution against the racism. 

 He went to the university where he learnt law but in 1940, he left it and went to 

Johannesburg where he worked as a policeman. 

In 1948, he became the leader of the ANC which was a political association. He 

came to Algeria in 1960and learnt how to fight. He was arrested in 1962 and spent 

27 years in prison. When he got free, he won the Noble Prize of Peace in 1993. He 

became the first black president of South Africa.     

  In 1994, he published his first book “Long Walk to Freedom” which narrated his 

fight to free his country. He died in 2013. 

A/Reading comprehension: (7pts) 

1-Read the text carefully then answer the following questions: (3pts) 

a- How many paragraphs are there in the text? .................................. 

b- Is Mandela a man of peace? ............................................. 

c- What did he write? ................................. 

2-Read the text and say what do the underlined words in the text 

refer to: (2pts) 

     It→……………..                                                    which→………….. 

3-Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to: (1pt) 

      Well known=……………….                                 Stayed=………………                                 

  Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to: (1pt) 

       War≠……………..                                                 North≠…………. 
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Mastery of language: (7pts) 

1-Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets: (3pts) 

       Nelson Mandela is the one who ( to lead ) ……………the black revolution 

against the racism in South Africa where he ( to be )…………….born. He won the 

Noble Prize of Peace which ( to make ) …………………him an important and famous 

man in human history. 

2-Reorder the following words to get correct sentences: (2pts) 

a- /Mandela/a famous/./Nelson/who/racism/was/fought/leader/against/ 

→…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- /from/1989/was/to/imprisoned/./He/1962 

 →……………………………………………………………… 

3- Pick out from the text 4 verbs and complete the table according to 

their final (ed) : (2pts) 

             / t /            / d /           / id /  

……………………….. 
 

…………………….. 
……………………… 
 

…………………….. 

Part two: Written Expression ( 6pts) 

   William Shakespear was a famous and brilliant English playwright. Use the 

following clues to write about this person. 

(Date of bearth:1564/Place of birth:Stratford Upon Avon/Father’s 

name:John/Mother’s name :Mary Arden/His plays:“Romeo and 

Juliet”“Hamlet”“Macbeth”/Date of death:1616) 
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